FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

PRESENTATION: Worker Safety Overview – DAY 2

Q1. Do site safety training requirements apply to those installing appliances? How about ‘final cleaning’ companies?
A1. Site Safety Training (SST) requirements do not apply to appliance installers. Final cleaning at the end of the construction does not require the training.

Q2. If a Construction Super (CS) goes on vacation, or they get sick, does the CS have to be replaced with another CS on the PW2 or just make notation in the logbook?
A2. An alternate CS can be designated in the logbooks and act as the alternate CS for up to two (2) weeks. If the alternate CS is needed for more than 2 weeks a new PW2 will need to be filed.

Q3. Does the Alternate CS need to be a ‘registered’ or ‘licensed’ CS?
A3. Yes, only a licensed/registered CS can be designated as an alternate CS. This will also be the case if a new PW2 is filed.

Q4. Any data on how many active C Joists projects?
A4. DOB does not keep an active list however that information is captured in the construction documents.

Q5. Should plywood placed over an open hole have the capacity to withstand a specified load?
A5. It may require a PE dependent on the location, traffic, and the imposed load and size of the hole. At a minimum the plywood must be properly marked and secured. Please consult with the PE and the Site Safety Plan for the site.

Q6. For Code questions, is there a specific email address?
A6. Please send Code related questions to codequest@buildings.nyc.gov. For technical questions related to the Code, email ConstructionCodes@buildings.nyc.gov.